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Newspapers without advertisements, or with a few
only, would have small circulations compared with those
of the moment* They could not afford to push their
sales by spending very large sums first on persuading
people to become readers, and then on holding them*
Very little reliance is placed by the circulation pushers
on the quality of the editorial pages and news. They
believe more in publicity of the kind that dins the name
of the paper into the public ear, or invents a slogan such
as "Be in the know/' or associates a paper with the
picture of a woman with a grotesque nose reading it
over the shoulder of a fellow-passenger in a Tube train*
The circulation pushers look on insurance schemes as
their most certain pull on a large section of the public*
(It is admitted that one-third of the big circulations
would drop off if these schemes were to be scrapped*)
They send men to distribute money to persons seen
with newspapers under their arms* They organize
sand-castle competitions for children at the seaside,
beauty shows, flower-growing contests* They give away
large amounts of money in prizes for solving puzzles*
All that expenditure is justified if it keeps up circulation
and thus fills a paper with advertisements at high prices*
If the getting of advertisements were not the chief
concern of the popular Press, there would be no circula-
tion pushers, no bribery of buyers, no need for all the
ingenious activities which have sent sales up to figures
undreamed of forty years ago* These activities rank in
importance next to those of the Advertisement Depart-
ment in the office of any newspaper that takes Business is
business for its motto* For if advertisements are essential
to the existence of newspapers as we know them, large
circulation figures are essential for the securing of
advertisers*

